If you have two or more of the following
symptoms, you may suffer from
Plastic Tab Avoidance (PTA) Syndrome:
SYMPTOMS
■

Supply cabinet anxiety

■

■

Nightmares about drowning in piles
of unused plastic hanging folder tabs

Dread of winning a new project because
it means making a new file

■

Embarrassing plastic tab faux pas: plastic
tabs do not match hanging folders

Voices in your head are telling you your
files are worthless

■

Uncontrolled shakes when picking up
a file folder

Overwhelmed by slot choices and where
to insert hanging folder tabs

■

Difficulty abbreviating long file names
for tiny white hanging folder labels

Eyestrain from squinting to read tiny labels
and itty bitty tabs

■

Hallucinations of tab-less files tormenting
your work day

■

Papers piling up on your desk that need
to be filed

■

■

■

■

Filing-induced nausea

■

Feelings of inadequacies over small tab size

If you suffer from two or more of the symptoms above, you are not alone. PTA is a condition
affecting millions of office workers worldwide and can get worse if left untreated. If you are
plagued with any of the aforementioned symptoms, consult your office manager
immediately for the only known cure, Smead FasTab™ Hanging Folders.
Of course, new FasTab Hanging Folders are not for everyone, including those
who enjoy wasting time, still own a typewriter, aren’t afraid of a plastic tab wound
or enjoy using a magnifying glass to read file names.
Overuse of FasTab Hanging Folders may cause extreme organization especially
when used with other Smead products. Ask your office manager if FasTab
Hanging Folders are right for you. Be sure to tell them about any other filing
products you are currently using.

DON'T WAIT ANY LONGER.
Reclaim your space & start living the organized life. Visit smead.com/fastab.
WARNING: USE OF THIS PRODUCT MAY BE HABIT FORMING. USE ONLY IF YOU STRIVE TO BE MORE ORGANIZED.

